The Material World
Quentin Cooper

Quentin Cooper :  Yes ,hello. With the country in a state of  flux,so is material world as we look at plasma,the perpetually changing fourth state of matter which makes up 99% of the visible universe.And as well as our usual liberal sprinkling of big idea,conservative approach to jargon and laboured puns,we've got our own version of the swingometer,something that steadily points to the same result time after time,but that although resistant to spin gradually shifts in response to underlying changes and can on occasions,suddenly and unexpectedly flip over to the other side - the compass needle.

[Rush - Prime Mover plays]
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A compass doesn't only help us figure out our position on the planet's surface,but can tell us  a great deal about what is going on hundreds of miles [Imperial measure again -LB] below. Those fields which the magnetised needle aligns itself with emanate from the core of the planet,stirred up by movements of the molten iron within. They're remarkably stable,if they weren't,the compass would be useless for navigation. But they're not static - every year the magnetic poles move and every so often - the entire field flips. Geophysicist Dr Andy Jackson from the School of Earth Science at Leeds University has been studying ships logs from the last several hundred years to see what they reveal about changes to the magnetic field over the centuries.He recently gave a Royal Society talk "Probing the Deep Earth with the Mariner's Needle" [Sounds like my kind of talk!!! -LB] and he's with me in the studio turning up his nose at that RUSH song. [How dare he!!!! -LB]
 And we're also joined from Edinburgh by Professor Kathy Wayler from Edinburgh University's department of Geology and Geophysics. Andy Jackson,sorry about the RUSH [Don't apologise!!! -LB] but when was it first realised that Earth has it's own magnetic field.

Andy Jackson : [Who I've taken an immediate dislike to -LB] Yes I suppose that the crucial time was around 1600 when someone called William Gilbert,did some very nice experiments in his laboratory [We'd all like to experiment in labs -LB],and he realised that the fields that were generated by spherical lodestones were very much like the magnetic fields that you see on Earth,and so he tied the two together and realised that the Earth was probably just like a tiny magnet,and he....

Quentin Cooper :  Or a giant magnet in some ways!??

Andy Jackson : ...sorry a giant magnet,I'm sorry [That's what you get for dissing RUSH - unable to think correctly -LB],and he put the source of the magnetic field inside the Earth which at that time was a very new idea.People were thinking that perhaps it had come from the heavens prior to that.

[Exactly - they had a supernatural account - that was wrong - there was a perfectly reasonable material explanation.C'est la vie -LB]

Quentin Cooper :   I mean it wasn't that...I mean we had been using magnets to help us navigate long before him?

Andy Jackson : Yes certainly we know that as far ago as a thousand years ago that certainly the Chinese were using lodestones for navigation on their shipping voyages,but I think it's only clear that in the West we started thinking about the origin of the magnetic field [Because West is best? -See analysis 14] around about 1600.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,so we have a magnetic field and from about 1600 we've realised the Earth is a giant magnet,but why do we have one? Because not every planet does.

Andy Jackson :  No that's right,probably about half of the planets that we know of have magnetic fields. The crucial thing for our purposes is the fact that inside the Earth - deep inside the Earth we have a liquid core [A soft centre? -LB] which is about half of the size of the Earth,and as you said in the introduction it's full of molten iron,which is moving around,and that...it's the movement of the molten iron which is able to sustain the magnetic field....

Quentin Cooper : And why is the iron moving around?

Andy Jackson : ...right,there are...you need an energy source...

Quentin Cooper :  Right!

Andy Jackson :  ....so that's the crucial thing we believe there's an energy source which maybe radioactivity perhaps in the Earth,or it can just be the fact that the Earth is cooling [Or moving? -LB]. The...right at the centre of the Earth there is actually a solid iron....a solid inner core which is gradually growing,it's been growing throughout the age of the Earth,and as that solid inner core grows it....and accretes..it can release latent heat which...and so that heat can heat the bottom of the liquid outer core,and it can lead to fluid motion,lead to what we call convection,and so that movement of the conducting iron through a magnetic field is actually able to generate electrical currents which then sustain...re amplify the magnetic field which preexists.

Quentin Cooper : Big dynamo?

Andy Jackson : That's what we call it,we call it a geodynamo,a big dynamo.It's very much like the dynamo that you have on the back of your bike,except in that case....

Quentin Cooper : Except somebody nicked my bike,yes....(laughter). Kathy I mean Andy's made a lot of statements here about what's going on deep down inside the Earth,thousands of kilometres [Oh now we're metric! -LB] below us,how do we know that that's what's there?

Kathy Wayler : Well one of the main sources of data that we actually have are geomagnetic data. These are the sort of things that permanent stations measure,there are three in the UK that are run by the British Geological Survey actually here in Edinburgh,and many others world wide that contribute to a huge data set that we can analyse.But one of the things that has really revolutionised the science over the last few decades,is satellite data,because these satellites are able to make huge numbers of measurements per second as they whizz around the Earth and that gives us really good spatial coverage.

Quentin Cooper :  And Andy from satellites and other data can we get an estimate of actually how much the iron is moving in the core,or is that too much to hope for?

Andy Jackson : Yeah,we certainly can. It's moving at the order of something like 20-30 kilometres per year,that's...that would be our best estimate. That corresponds to a movement of the pattern of the declination [The Declan-ation,hehe -LB] for example which we're used to from hill walking,it's printed on ordnance survey maps,of about a quarter or a half a degree per year,so that's the rough estimate of how much the field is moving.

Quentin Cooper :  Right so it's important to establish this,that though it is moving, it's not moving so much that otherwise it would be useless for navigational purposes.

Andy Jackson : That's right.

Quentin Cooper :  Because it's like "North's here,oh no hang on it's over there".

Andy Jackson :  Yeah,yeah,no it's a very,very gradual movement - but it does move sufficiently that it means that even on time scales of years to decades you keep having to revising your maps,and that was the great thing that mariners had to deal with. They had to keep revising their maps. But nevertheless it doesn't whizz around as you say,and you can use it usefully for navigation.

Quentin Cooper : And what's...if we've got this magnet that's actually...and there's movement and that's the start of a dynamo,now as I understand it with a dynamo you need something to actually kick start the whole process don't you,where does this all begin from?

Andy Jackson :   Yes,you do,and that's actually a question that sometimes worries people.But you...if..there's lots of magnetic field floating around in interstellar space,in the galaxy. Any magnetic field which is threading through the core,and then the core moves,you can then actually have an inductive effect,you can generate current [You can try this for yourself with loops of wire and a magnet -LB],you can generate magnetic fields.It's not a really big problem kick starting it as you say.

Quentin Cooper : Okay,okay Kathy,now Andy's already talked about influences from outer space,but it works the other way around doesn't it? Our magnetic field also extends out into space?

Kathy Wayler :  Er yes,and in fact just how far out it extends depends on which way you look. So if you look towards the Sun,it's actually compressed by the solar wind,that hits it and then it spreads out behind the Earth on the night side. but typically we're talking about a field which extends out to about ten or eleven times the Earth's radius.

Quentin Cooper : Solar wind,plasma-we'll getting on to that later in the program and I think there are these Van Allen belts out there as well aren't there?  That were discovered I think by the first American satellite,back in 1959 or 8 or something?

Kathy Wayler :  Certainly Dr Van-Allen in the 1950s was the person who discovered those and that's actually why they are named after him,though interestingly one of his ideas was we could actually trace the patterns and prove the existence of these belts by exploding a nuclear bomb near the North pole and watch the radioactivity travel along the Van Allen belts,but fortunately that didn't actually happen.

Quentin Cooper :  Er yes very fortunately indeed,I think they would have done for the Northern lights and a lot of other things as well! So can we tell from ..I mean are the symptoms if you like...or are the field and the way it changes is that reflecting very usefully what's going on right at the Earth's core?

Kathy Wayler :  Er yes,but unfortunately it's not quite such a direct relationship as we'd ideally have,because what we need to do is actually extrapolate the measurements that we make at the Earth's surface,right down - as Andy said - the outer core extends to about halfway to the Earth's centre,and that's the region that we actually want to look at,because that's the interesting region as he's already said for the dynamo generation.
So we need to actually use the data that we collect at and near the Earth's surface to reconstruct maps of the field at the top of the source region.

Quentin Cooper :  And another way of collecting data Andy,is the way you've been doing which is going to ships logs,because you realised that this was,if you like,they may not have been planning to chart how the magnetic field moved,but effectively by default that's what they were doing?

Andy Jackson :  That's right,yeah,there's lots of useful information that was written down as you aid by default.they were using it daily to try aid their navigation,and we have gone back to the logs over the last 400 years or so to look at the information that's stored in their and we've found it's really been very useful.Some great information which allowed us to actually recreate what the field has looked like over these 400 years and how it's gradually changed.

Quentin Cooper :   And what have you found? Have you managed to sort of chart it's own little Arctic voyage?

Andy Jackson :  Well er,one of the things we've found is just how static some of the features are. There are some very localised concentrations of magnetic field or flux,which seem to lie over the ...Siberia and Canada,and they also have counterparts [So so RUSH as it happens Andy! -LB] in the Southern hemisphere,so 4 very intense patches of flux which seem very static.They're very important for generating what we call the dipole of the Earth's field,and they are related to the points on the Earth's surface where the field is vertical,the dip poles,so the...

Quentin Cooper :   What would that correspond to going down in the Earth's core then? Does that mean there are bits of it that aren't moving around as well as bits of it that are or...?

Andy Jackson :   Erm,there can actually be areas where the fluid is..is coming together...is coalescing,which actually manages to bring the field lines together. So we think they probably correspond to areas of down welling or up welling in the core [The Sun has the same sort of thing where plasma is concerned around sunspots -LB].Other areas are much more dynamic,you can see little spots on the core's surface which have moved progressively over the years,over the last 400 years by about 30 degrees on the core's surface,especially some spots which are directly under Africa,and this is one of the things that we're currently trying to understand,what it is that generates these spots,why they seem to move Westward,why they actually have a preference for moving Westward...

Quentin Cooper :  Westward?

Andy Jackson :   ..yeah,because it's not clear whether they should move West or East,from theoretical grounds. So these are the sorts of interesting things that have come out of looking at the recreations over the last 400 years or so.

Quentin Cooper :  When you're saying "we're looking at",and "theoretical" are you basically meaning "we don't know yet","we are pretty clueless as to why it is moving Westward"?

Andy Jackson :  I would say that it's yeah..it's not clear,certainly if you do...you can figure out modes in which the core would like to move from a theoretical point of view, mathematical calculations and some of those say that there are..it's able to move...these spots would be able to move Eastward,some say they would be able to move Westward.So I would say it's very much an open question [An "Open Secret" maybe? - LB] quite why some of these spots move Westwards.

Quentin Cooper :  I mean is this what's ...is this going on North and South hemispheres ["Hemispheres" is a RUSH album too - for turning his nose up - Andy seems to be immersed in a convo full of RUSH references! -LB] or are there different movements - different patterns of movements?

Andy Jackson :  The spots that we see moving tend to be very close to the equator,and that's an interesting thing, it seems to tie in with some of the observations we see on the Sun - if you see Sunspots which are the dark spots you can often see on the Sun,lots of them right at the moment because we're at solar maximum,they tend to move...you see them moving very much at the equator,so there's perhaps an analogy that we could draw and tend to think of these spots that we see on Earth as also akin to sunspots.
 But that's a very big leap of the imagination,it's not ..it's certainly not clear at this stage.As Kathy says the...you have to make very indirect inferences about quite what's going on at the top of the core.

Quentin Cooper :  Kathy before we get on to your indirect inferences,we have been talking mostly about these gradual movements,but there also occasional sudden changes aren't there?

Kathy Wayler :  Oooh,they are much more speculative still at the moment,erm we do seem to see things that happen occasionally in the observatory records where the field is changing much more rapidly than usual,and they do seem to originate in the deep Earth,they don't...we..they're almost certainly not going to be a result of the interaction with the external field - the field from the Sun that Andy's just been talking about.

Quentin Cooper :  Are these,these flips,I was referring to?

Kathy Wayler :   Oh no,no,in fact the flips when you look at the magnetic record in the geology,they look instantaneous,but they're very,very slow,they're not really very much quicker than the kind of observations,that Andy's just been...changes that Andy's just been talking about.

Quentin Cooper :  But what's going on when this happens?

[Such flips and instantaneous changes are explained by the mathematical models with in nonlinear dynamical systems -LB]

Kathy Wayler :   Well it's almost as if the poles are actually reversing,but we don't think it's like something's actually flipping over,what seems to be happening is that the strength of the whole field decays,and then the poles themselves reverse and then grows again in the opposite direction. So what is currently the North pole becomes South pole and vice versa.

Quentin Cooper :   And just to avoid panicking everybody the last time this happened was when?

Kathy Wayler :  Oooh probably about...

Andy Jackson :  Three quarters of a million years ago.

Kathy Wayler :  Yeah.That's right.

Quentin Cooper :  And you say that...

Kathy Wayler :  Its takes 10-20,000 years for the actual reversal process to happen.

Quentin Cooper :  Right we can be confident it won't happen in the middle of PM or something like this?

Kathy Wayler :   Erm no,not before the election results are announced anyway!

Quentin Cooper :  Okay and just....Kathy we've talked about the magnetic field and talked about how we can use it for navigation purposes and we've talked about extending out into space and these belts like this,and so does it help us? Is it helpful to our species that..or to all life on the planet that we have these things or is it just a...if you like just a..one of those geological happenstance?

Kathy Wayler :   Oh I think it's got actual value to living things on the planet as well, because it does provide a protective barrier to stop things like cosmic rays hitting us,and there's actual...a little bit of evidence or a suggestion at least that there...the mutation rate when the field is actually reversing,we don't have this protective barrier,is actually quite a bit faster.

[So evidence for "punctuated equilibrium" in the evolutionary chain - so called "missing links" would be explained away by this process - because increase in cosmic rays would increase the mutation rate - causing substantial change in morphology of species - making it look like in between species did not exist - so creationist ideas that "gaps" in fossil records disprove evolution is wrong - this is one way so-called "gaps" can exist - LB]

Quentin Cooper : Alright so when scientists are listing all the factors that are prerequisite for life on a planet,maybe magnetic field should be in there?

Kathy Wayler :  They certainly help yes. I mean it depends whether you want evolution to take place quickly or slowly I suppose.

[There's no doubt in Kathy's mind that evolution takes place - perhaps it's because she's informed and educated and rational -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  And finally and briefly Andy we talked about the fact that there are some planets that don't have a magnetic field,will Earth one day not have one or if you've got one is it there for good?

Andy Jackson :  No certainly Earth will not have one,ultimately.That is the fate,that's already happened on the Moon [ So the Moon's soft centre is now hard - interesting - LB],the Moon had a magnetic field, it doesn't any more. Gradually the Earth's core will solidify -we'll have a solid core,the field will switch off,and then we really don't know what will happen to life.

Quentin Cooper : But we've got a while yet?

Andy Jackson :  Yeah.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay Dr Andy Jackson,Professor Kathy Wayler thanks for taking us on that field trip,and don't think though that means we're done with magnetism,it's one of the key properties of one of the most abundant material in the observable cosmos - plasmas. And it's plasmas in the magnetic field at the Earth's poles that produce our planets most spectacular light show.

["Northern Lights" by Renaissance plays]

The Northern lights,the Southern lights,the surface of the Sun and other stars,solar winds -mentioned earlier,and lightning are all plasmas. These spectacular an extraterrestrial examples of plasmas heavily outweigh the more down to Earth ones like neon lights,which partly explains why plasmas are so unfamiliar to most of us,even though they make up 99% of the observable universe. But now scientists are working to manipulate this fourth state of matter as it's known and to harness plasmas in a range of new technologies,from cleaning up waste to creating better microchips. To discuss what exactly plasmas are,and you'll notice I've cunningly avoided attempting a precise definition,because plasmas are a very odd state of matter,and too look at how they can be created and use by science and industry ,I'm joined by Dr Nick Braithwaite,head of Materials Engineering at the Open University [www.open.ac.uk] and Dr Christopher Whitehead from the Department of Chemistry at Manchester  University [www.man.ac.uk] .Erm Christopher Whitehead,I'm afraid onto your shoulders falls the task of saying exactly what plasmas are,but we should be clear they're nothing to do with the plasmas as we talk about them in our blood?

Christopher Whitehead : Certainly not no,the plasma we're talking about is a gas which is either partially or fully ionised,and then it contains a soup of many things,electrons,ions, excited states,and it's that sort of combination of things that gives it a very reactive property, which means that you can then use those components in the plasma to do many things.They can interact with surfaces,they can interact with other gas molecules,and that's what we're trying to utilise in our technological plasmas.

Quentin Cooper : So it's matter in a very curious kind of transient moving around- everything swapping back and forth,bouncing off each other state?

Christopher Whitehead : It is,you have very energetic electrons with effective temperatures which are in tens of thousands of degrees centigrade. Those electrons when they hit the gas molecules,will cause them to ionise,or they will cause molecules to break apart,will form atoms,will form excited states as in the neon tube,will form free radicals,which important in initiating chemistry. ["Chemistry" being another RUSH reference -LB]
So it's a very uncharacteristic,unusual state of matter,yes.

Quentin Cooper : Except to say it's unusual and it's 99% of the observed universe must make it usual and unusual at the same time?!

Christopher Whitehead : It's not usual to us on Earth,I think is...

Quentin Cooper : Yes and that's the problem for us Nick,if we want it here on Earth,does that mean if it's this unusual it's rather tricky for us to have it down here?

Nick Braithwaite : It's not so tricky to get - you use electrical energy - electrical fields from microwaves,high frequency electric fields even DC voltage sources,you can ionise air with that and produce plasmas in the bloo....laboratory at low pressure....

Quentin Cooper : We've got to keep the blood out of here you see!

Nick Braithwaite : ..yes,at low pressure,or indeed at atmospheric pressure.

Quentin Cooper : But,when you say...and you say it's relatively easy,I mean how easy is it? I mean you just do it and we can take it for granted.But it's one thing to actually create them isn't it,it's another thing to control them?

Nick Braithwaite :  Yes that's right. You can create them and they exist in the space that you make them,for example in a fluorescent tube,there's a plasma,a low pressure ionise gas in a fluorescent tube and it's there for the purpose of emitting light. If we wanted to do other things with that plasma,if we wanted to do some of the chemistry that Chris was referring to then we're talking about controlling the plasma and manipulating its properties,and it gets a bit more complicated then.

Quentin Cooper : Well I don't want to get too complicated in terms of terminology as well but I'm intrigued,because if you create a plasma in a neon tube,and you switch....is it a plasma whether or not that neon light is switched on,because if we're talking about a fourth state of matter,I'd imagine it would be in that state,or does it only move into that state once you excite those atoms and ions and electrons with electricity.

Nick Braithwaite :   Yes calling it the fourth state of matter for our technological plasmas is not a very accurate thing,I don't really like doing that,we have on Earth we've got solid,liquid,gas,and if you go on heating,as you go from solid to liquid to gas,you go on heating you'd make a plasma eventually,and that could be an equilibrium state of matter.
[There's also Bose Einstein condensate - also described as a 4th state. See bose.html - LB]
But the kind of plasmas we make,we use electrical energy to keep them going and if you turn the electrical energy off -the plasma disappears,that state of matter disappears - so it's not really a good state of matter,it's a transient state of matter.

Quentin Cooper :  Transient.

Nick Braithwaite :   It's on its way somewhere else.

Quentin Cooper :  Matter on its way somewhere else,I like that - I like that phrase! So you can make them - they come in..and we can make use of them,now why do we want to make use of them? What is it that particularly excites us about this excited,transient,on it's way somewhere else state of matter?

Nick Braithwaite : Well I'll tell you what excites me about it - it's the fact that matter can be taken apart,deconstructed down the atomic level on a vast scale,and then reconstructed again. So although we're taking it apart on an atomic scale,we're not dealing with it atom by atom,it's going on in millions of atoms at any one instant of time,in any one corner of one of our plasmas,and then we can reconstruct the matter again. So we could take apart a very complicated molecule that might contains say carbon and we can put that carbon down on a surface,and make new carbon-containing material elsewhere - so it's a sort of Lego bricks approach to matter.

Quentin Cooper :  Lego bricks approach? I suppose the sensible question to ask now Christopher is what are the main types of Lego brick? What are the main types of plasma we might make?

Christopher Whitehead : Really we can characterise plasmas in two senses.They can be either working at high pressures near to atmospheric pressure,or they can be working at low pressures,and their characteristics are somewhat different depending which sort we have,and the uses to which we might put the plasma vary depending on whether they are high pressure or low pressure. Also they either are in a state of equilibrium in which case we would call them thermal plasmas,or they're not in a state of equilibrium,in which case we call them non-thermal plasmas. By equilibrium I mean that all the different bits,the ions, the electrons and the gas,either have the same temperature or each have their own temperature. So in a non-thermal plasma the electrons have very high energies,very high temperatures, the ions somewhat lower,and the gas may still be even at room temperature. So in this mixture you've got a whole range of energies depending on the species.

Quentin Cooper :  It would seem to me as the complete outsider here that it would be easier to  manipulate and control one where there was equilibrium,but is that the case?

Christopher Whitehead : Well if it's equilibrium you have to deal with very high temperatures to get enough electrons really to start the process going,and certainly those sort of thermal plasmas are used for welding,you can get thermal plasma arc welding sources,for cutting materials and for profiling metals- that sort of thing. The lower temperature has a lot of advantages for people who want to handle gases,because the high temperatures mean you're dealing with thousands of degrees,and if you've got corrosive materials,nasty gases,then you have problems with whatever vessels they're in,and corrosion. So if you can keep the gas very low,then you have a distinct advantage that you can then work with materials that are sort of more amenable to handling gases which are not so corrosive as they would be if they were heated up to a few thousand degrees.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay so run me through a couple of the main commercial interests in high and low pressure plasmas.

Christopher Whitehead :  Low pressure plasmas are used a lot for dealing with surfaces of materials.One could - one does use plasmas for etching semiconductors,for fabricating microelectronic devices,the microchips in the cellular phones and things of that sort. So there the constituents of the plasma are destroying things.Nick's referred in a way to the deposition of carbon.You can actually grow artificial diamonds on films by having a plasma discharge of methane and hydrogen and this will form a coating of diamond

[Let's not forget that methane was the gas in the Miller-Urey experiment that used discharges to try to create the elements of life - life being carbon -based - LB]

which can be used for all the properties you associate with diamond - a very good hard surface. People use low pressure plasmas as well for coating optical components - putting films onto spectacles,things of that kind - optical.

Quentin Cooper :  Nick your work at the Open University this is the depositionary,can you tell me just a little bit about it?

Nick Braithwaite :  Yes what we're interested in doing is controlling the plasmas,because as Chris has said,you can deposit material and you can also etch material,and if you are trying to deposit and you get the conditions slightly wrong,you'll be removing more material than you're putting down.

Quentin Cooper :  Which is bad?

Nick Braithwaite :   Which is bad,and vice versa - when you're etching you maybe depositing elsewhere or in the very region that you're trying to etch.

Quentin Cooper :   And does this hinge on this fundamental thing of plasmas - it's the difficulty of controlling them?

Nick Braithwaite :   Er yes,it's the challenge,I wouldn't call it a difficulty so much as a challenge. It's the challenge of controlling them. There's no end to what one might do if you're allowed the elements of the periodic table in a box and then you wish to put them together in particular orders,you'll run out of time if you try to do it atom by atom - so you need a process that will do it with millions of atoms at a time,and that's why the plasma has that appeal.
We're interested in the challenge of trying to control the process,trying to make measurements while a plasma is operating,learn something about the conditions in there and then influence them by changing something,changing the flow of a gas,changing the supply of some electricity,moving a magnetic field or moving a piece of material around,change its properties and then steer it into a region of parameter space that does what we want- that does the depositing or does the etching,or maybe does a little bit of both in sequence.

Quentin Cooper :   So this does tie in with your building blocks metaphor - he said avoiding giving trade manufacturers a plug -that you're clearly in the stage that you're just trying fitting things in different combinations and saying "Oh blimey we've made aircraft or a house or that looks like a load of rubbish"?

Nick Braithwaite : Yes.

Quentin Cooper :  And that could take you a lifetime couldn't it? To find out the best possible combinations?

Nick Braithwaite : Er yes,so you have to be driven by somebody else's desire to make a particular thing for example. I can think of something there,that I saw recently. If you want to take a polymer material and build bottles from it,if it's gas permeable - you wouldn't be able to keep carbonated liquids in it - so you'd have a minimum thickness of wall and there'd be an overhead cost to that.But if you could build the wall out of two layers - one is the main plastic and then a gas impermeable layer - you might be able to get away with much less material in the wall. If you have to do that,you have to do it preferably on the inside of the bottle - you want to build some matter on the inside of the bottle - now there's the challenge. Can we build a gas impermeable material onto the inside of a preformed plastic bottle? Sounds like an interesting challenge.

Quentin Cooper : I've a feeling you can. Er Christopher,you're interested I think in some environmental applications?

Christopher Whitehead :  Yes we're working with atmospheric pressure plasmas. One project we're working on at the moment is looking at using plasmas to destroy essentially smelly gases,the odorous gases that come off from landfill sites as they decompose. These are things that contain a lot of sulphur compounds,the rotten eggs smell,and the chemistry that we talked about in the plasma - the free radicals,are utilised to convert those obnoxious molecules into something that is safe that can be emitted to the air without causing offence to the neighbours to the landfill site.
Another example that we're working on is treating exhaust gases coming out of diesels which contain all manner of things that one is not allowed really to emit. Things like soot,and oxides of Nitrogen,and we're working with a firm who have developed a plasma device which they have strapped into London taxi,which is very efficient at taking the soot out,and in getting rid of these NOX - Nitrogen Oxides from those exhaust gases.

Quentin Cooper :  Right so I like the idea you can have plasma in the back of your cab guv.
Er Christopher Whitehead and Dr Nick Braithwaite - sorry - Dr Christopher Whitehead and Dr Nick Braithwaite thanks. I hope we're now on our way to knowing that the the visible universe is 99% plasmas 1% other stuff,just like people know Edison's line about genius being  99% perspiration, 1% deodorant. If you're still in a bit of plasma miasma - then there's more on this,and magnetism at our webpage along with the entire programme,so you can miss it again as often as you like. Twice daily after meals is what my doctor recommends.
Just go to the Radio4 site at www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 and you'll find us in the list of regular programmes. On next Thursday's Material World,the science,the art,the objectives and the adjectives of good science writing.In the week that the Aventis prize is awarded,we'll be looking at our appetite for science non-fiction,and what it is about certain books that satisfies it. Are we seeking stimulation for our imaginations,or is it a fear of being drowned by the next technological wave,or could it be that it's just accounts of some scientific advances read like the very best fantasies?

